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yes it can be used for the in app purchases as well however you need to redeem your google play gift card in your 

google account before that by redeeming you make the recharge amount available in your google account that can 

be used directly for the in app purchases and paid app downloads to redeem your gift card open the play store and 

click on redeem in play store menu 

it also has a mobile app you can download on your mobile device so you can earn rewards even when you are 

not in front of your computer all in all it is a good site to earn because it pays relatively well and because you can 

work on offers even when you are not in front of the computer 

google play redeem code and google play gift cards provided here are free they can be used to buy in app 

purchases like uc increase the game level diamonds books movies purchase gift cards vouchers 

you just need to be aware that even though you can join swagbucks from more or less all countries it has the most 

options in the 8 countries mentioned above if you do not live in one of these some of the other sites on this list will 

in most cases be better for you 

zach has been a fan of android for a long time and he became a freelance writer at android police in early 2022 he 

specializes in chromebooks pixel phones google products and android apps you ll find him writing how to guides on 

various topics but you will sometimes see him dabble in other areas zach loves unique and fun hardware and 

software tricks as well as green and easily repairable products he holds a bachelor s in mechanical engineering and 

a master s in energy engineering giving him unique insight into new renewable energy and battery technologies 

zach s first android phone was a motorola droid turbo 2 he got in 2016 after switching from an iphone 5s even 

though the rest of his family has switched to iphones he could never do it his current daily driver is a pixel 7 and he 
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writes all his articles on an hp chromebook x2 12 when he s not writing zach works as an energy consultant in his 

free time he loves hiking and spending time with his family he is one of the few people who used google stadia 

which he misses dearly he also is a fan of magic the gathering 

this is one of the main reasons why prizerebel is one of the best sites to earn google play gift cards it is also 

considered as one of the most reliable sites in terms of earning potential and is one i have personally earned a lot 

from 

phonepe is the most used upi app in india by signing up with this app you will be offered various cashback deals on 

specific payments and you will get various cash rewards the earned reward is credited directly to your bank account 

 


